Although a large part of the global domestic dog population is free-ranging and free-breeding, knowledge of genetic diversity in these free-breeding dogs (FBDs) and their ancestry relations to pure-breed dogs is limited, and the indigenous status of FBDs in Asia is still uncertain. We analyse genome-wide SNP variability of FBDs across Eurasia, and show that they display weak genetic structure and are genetically distinct from pure-breed dogs rather than constituting an admixture of breeds. Our results suggest that modern European breeds originated locally from European FBDs. East Asian and Arctic breeds show closest affinity to East Asian FBDs, and they both represent the earliest branching lineages in the phylogeny of extant Eurasian dogs. Our biogeographic reconstruction of ancestral distributions indicates a gradual westward expansion of East Asian indigenous dogs to the Middle East and Europe through Central and West Asia, providing evidence for a major expansion that shaped the patterns of genetic differentiation in modern dogs. This expansion was probably secondary and could have led to the replacement of earlier resident populations in Western Eurasia. This could explain why earlier studies based on modern DNA suggest East Asia as the region of dog origin, while ancient DNA and archaeological data point to Western Eurasia.
Introduction
The global dog population has been estimated at 1 billion individuals [1] , with about 75% of this population classified as free-ranging [2] . Free-ranging dogs may be owned but are not permanently restrained, semi-feral or feral [2] . Their common characteristic is that they are not artificially restricted in individual mate choice, i.e. are free-breeding (a term we use after [3] ). While the population genetic structure of pure-breed dogs is defined by human breeding practices [4, 5] , the genetic structure of free-breeding dogs (FBDs) is expected to be largely defined by ecological and evolutionary processes (like dispersal patterns, mate choice and natural selection), while still being affected by certain human activities (e.g. translocations, introduction of non-native dog breeds). Unrestricted mate choice has thus major evolutionary implications.
Close breeding practices resulting in the development of modern dog breeds have only been introduced in the last few centuries [6] , and the breed formation process was associated with severe bottlenecks and a large increase & 2015 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
in linkage disequilibrium (LD) [7, 8] . Therefore, FBDs that did not experience these breeding practices may be better suited to reconstruct events at earlier stages of dog history preceding the origin of modern breeds. However, this depends on whether they represent indigenous populations (i.e. deriving from ancestors native for a region they occupy) instead of being a recent admixture of modern breeds or originating from recent translocations.
The indigenous status of FBDs has been explicitly assessed in Africa [9, 10] , the Americas [10, 11] , and recently also in Oceania and southern parts of Europe and Asia [10] . African FBDs were shown to be a mosaic of indigenous dogs genetically distinct from non-African breed dogs, and non-native, mixed-breed individuals [9, 10] . FBDs from South and North America (except for the Arctic regions) and from South Pacific mostly descend from European dogs, with indigenous American dogs contributing to only a small fraction of the modern gene pool [10, 11] . In contrast, in FBDs from Central and South Asia, native ancestry components predominate [10] .
Although Eurasia is a particularly important region in dog evolutionary history, being the continent where domestication took place [5,10,12 -17] , earlier studies focused mostly on FBD populations from southern parts of Asia [10, 12, [15] [16] [17] , while little is known about FBDs from central and northern Eurasia. Recently, it has been shown that Arctic dog breeds trace a part of their ancestry to ancient Siberian wolves [18] , implying that North Asia is an important region for the dog's evolutionary history. Therefore, for accurate reconstruction of this history, the analysis of genetic variability in populations from both southern and northern parts of Eurasia is required.
Understanding the ancestral status of Eurasian FBDs may also shed light on the origin of pure-breed dogs. Some breeds, mostly of non-European origin (electronic supplementary material, table S1), have been classified as 'ancient' based on their early branching in the phylogeny of pure-breed dogs [4, 5] , and it has been suggested that they 'may be the best living representatives of the ancestral dog gene pool' [4] . Alternatively, this branching pattern could simply reflect geographical isolation of these breeds and their consequent genetic differentiation from modern European breeds [6] . Reconstructing the phylogenetic relationships between these breeds and regional FBD populations may improve our understanding of relationships between different breeds and provide correct interpretation for the observed branching pattern.
In this study, we compared genome-wide SNP profiles of 200 FBDs from across Eurasia (figure 1) with 51 'ancient' and modern breeds (combining newly generated and published datasets; [22] ) in order to understand the relationships between these groups, assess the indigenous status of Eurasian FBDs, reconstruct their population genetic structure and infer past phylogeographic events in Eurasia.
Material and methods (a) Datasets
We collected blood samples from 234 free-breeding domestic dogs from 14 sites across Eurasia (figure 1a). Multiple samples were collected from each site (electronic supplementary material, table S2). All these samples were genotyped with CanineHD BeadChip (Illumina) at 167 989 autosomal SNP loci (referred to as 168 K) and 5660 X-chromosome SNP loci, together with four grey wolves from Armenia (the South Caucasus). We identified and removed closely related individuals from this dataset (see the electronic supplementary material), reducing it to 200 unrelated individuals. This dataset will be referred to as 'FBD dataset'.
This dataset was complemented with two datasets of SNP genotypes of pure-breed dogs (electronic supplementary  material, table S3 ). The first dataset consisted of 96 pure-breed or crossed-breed dogs collected from across the United Kingdom using Performagene saliva sample collection kits (DNA Genotek). These dogs represented 31 breeds (88 individuals, with one to nine individuals per breed; electronic supplementary material, table S3) and five types of crosses between two known breeds (eight individuals, with one to three individuals per cross type). This dataset will be referred to as 'UK dataset'. The second dataset was a publicly available dataset from the LUPA project [22] , which contained 446 pure-breed dogs representing 30 different breeds (with 10 -26 individuals per breed). It will be referred to as the 'LUPA dataset'.
These additional datasets were both generated using CanineHD BeadChip, the same as the FBD dataset, and therefore all three datasets could be merged without a reduction of the usable SNP set. Correct merging of the datasets was confirmed by the joint clustering of individuals representing the same breed, independent of whether they originated from the UK or LUPA datasets.
The initial set of 168 K autosomal loci was pruned using PLINK [23] from loci with minor allele frequency (MAF) below 0.01 and those with missing data for more than 10% of individuals. The X-chromosome loci were also removed from all datasets. This resulted in a set of 147 836 loci when the FBD dataset was analysed separately, and 147 485 loci when all the tree datasets were analysed together. For some analyses (highlighted throughout the text), a dataset pruned from loci in strong LD was required. It was obtained by further pruning the dataset from SNPs with an r 2 , 0.5 within a 50 SNP sliding window, with a 10 SNPs step size (where r 2 is a squared correlation in genotype frequencies between loci). The LD-pruning resulted in a set of 108 610 loci when the FBD dataset was analysed separately, and 104 769 loci when all three datasets were analysed together.
In LD analysis and principal components analysis (PCA), we also included a newly generated dataset of 79 grey wolves from different parts of Asia: the Caucasus (26 individuals), Mongolia (14 individuals), Saudi Arabia (two individuals) and Siberia (37 individuals). This dataset was also generated using CanineHD BeadChip, and therefore could be merged with the three dog datasets without reducing the usable SNP set. The combined dataset was pruned to remove loci with MAF , 0.01 and those with missing data for more than 10% of individuals as well as X-chromosome loci, which resulted in a set of 147 483 loci. The LD-pruning (r 2 , 0.5) resulted in 110 112 loci.
(b) Analysis of genetic differentiation in Eurasian freebreeding dogs
We analysed population genetic structure using the LD-pruned FBD dataset. We used the Bayesian clustering methods with no prior population information as implemented in ADMIXTURE [24] and STRUCTURE [25] . In addition, we carried out a spatially explicit analysis of genetic structure using the software GENELAND [26] . Because genetic clustering methods do not perform well in populations that exhibit an isolation-by-distance pattern of the spatial distribution of genetic diversity [27] , we assessed whether such a pattern was present in the FBDs across Eurasia using a simple (univariate) Mantel test implemented in GENALEX v. 6.5 [28] . We also used GENALEX to carry out a spatial autocorrelation analysis based on pairwise F ST values between 14 sampling sites. The details of all these analyses are described in the electronic supplementary material.
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We calculated pairwise identity-by-state (IBS) distances between all individuals from the FBD dataset in PLINK and used a matrix of (12IBS) values to construct a neighbour-joining tree representing genetic differentiation among individuals from different local populations, using the software MEGA6 [29] . To identify the dominant components of variability within the FBDs, we performed a PCA using the SMARTPCA program from EIGENSOFT [30] package. EIGENSOFT was also used to estimate average divergence between and within 14 sampling sites, as well as pairwise F ST between the sites.
(c) Heterozygosity, autozygosity and linkage disequilibrium analysis
Estimates of heterozygosity and LD are dependent on sample size. Therefore, we randomly selected nine unrelated individuals Ir a q S lo v e n ia P o la n d B u lg a ri a A rm e n ia T a ji k is ta n K a z a k h s ta n C e n tr a l R u s s ia M o n g o li a T h a il a n d C h in a E a s t R u s s ia Maximum-likelihood tree of genetic differentiation among FBDs and pure-breed dogs, constructed in TREEMIX. Distribution of ancestral populations was inferred using RASP (with uncertainty assessed using BB MCMC) and is marked on nodes using colour codes. Black colour denotes undetermined distribution, and the colour codes are simplified compared with the original output (electronic supplementary material, figure S18a). In the RASP analysis, Arctic breeds were assigned to East Asia, according to their primary origin [19] [20] [21] . Bootstrap support (based on 1000 replicates) is marked with black stars if above 90% and with white stars if between 65 and 90%. (c) Population genetic structure in Eurasian FBDs, inferred using ADMIXTURE assuming two to four genetic clusters.
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20152189 from all FBD populations that originally had larger numbers of samples. This way we obtained the equal sample size of nine individuals for all but two local populations (with sample sizes of four and five individuals). Using PLINK, we calculated observed and expected heterozygosity in each population. We also assessed autozygosity levels by identifying runs of homozygosity (ROHs), longer than 100 kb and spanning at least 25 SNPs, in individuals from each population. The LD-pruned dataset (with the threshold of r 2 , 0.5) was used in this analysis to avoid identifying ROHs resulting from strong LD rather than from autozygosity.
For selected local populations representing each of the four main regions (East Asia, the Middle East, Central/West Asia and Europe), we calculated a genome-wide pairwise genotypic association coefficient r 2 between all autosomal SNPs with MAF . 0.15, which provided us with an estimate of LD. In addition, we also analysed LD for grey wolf populations from Mongolia and Armenia, based on nine individuals each. We estimated effective population sizes (N E ) based on the extent of LD, to compare the demographic trends between FBDs from different regions (see details in the electronic supplementary material).
(d) Analysis of genetic differentiation between freebreeding dogs and pure-breed dogs
For the combined SNP dataset consisting of FBDs and pure-breed dogs (LUPA and UK datasets), we constructed a PCA plot as well as neighbour-joining trees of both inter-population F ST coefficients and inter-individual IBS distances, as described above. We also re-ran the PCA analysis with the addition of the grey wolf data. Because uneven sample sizes of different populations may bias the PCA results [31] , we also carried out the PCA after randomly removing individuals from some populations to obtain more even sample sizes: 93 FBDs (seven per sampling site except for two sites with lower sample number), 87 individuals representing European breeds (one or two individuals per breed), 31 individuals representing East Asian and Arctic breeds (all available), 12 Eurasiers (all available) and 83 grey wolves (all available).
(e) Analysis of admixture among dog breeds and freebreeding dogs
We analysed patterns of admixture among pure-breed and FBDs using the program TREEMIX [32] . This analysis was carried out for the combined dataset consisting of free-breeding and pure-breed dogs (FBD, UK and LUPA datasets), with Caucasian grey wolves as an outgroup. The UK dataset included some known crossbreed individuals, which were removed from this analysis, because the presence of cross-breeds affected the tree topology by clustering parental breeds together (e.g. Labradors and other retrievers clustered with Poodles in the presence of Labradoodles; see electronic supplementary material, figure S10). We also removed dog breeds represented by one individual only, and a few pure-breed individuals that did not cluster with their alleged breed. We constructed the maximum-likelihood trees containing both the pure-breeds and free-breeding populations assuming (i) no post-divergence gene flow among populations and (ii) 10 gene flow events. Although the LD-pruned dataset was used, to further account for LD we constructed the trees using blocks of 100 SNPs rather than individual SNPs. For the tree with no gene flow, we generated 1000 bootstrap replicates by re-sampling blocks of 100 SNPs. For the tree with 10 gene flow events, we generated only 100 replicates due to long computational times. For this tree, a jackknife analysis was used to assess whether the inclusion of each migration edge significantly improved the fit of this phylogenetic model to the data. We also constructed a tree assuming 15 gene flow events, to test whether the addition of more migration edges changes the tree topology.
(f ) Reconstruction of distributions of ancestral dog populations
We used the software RASP [33] , which estimates the occurrence of migration and vicariance events along a user-defined phylogenetic tree, to reconstruct the distribution of ancestral dog populations. For this purpose, we used the phylogenetic trees constructed in TREEMIX (one assuming no post-divergence gene flow and the second assuming 10 gene flow events). The following distribution ranges were considered: Europe, Central/West Asia, Middle East, East Asia and East Russia. Arctic breeds were assigned to East Asia, according to their primary origin [19] [20] [21] . Eurasier was assigned to both Europe and East Asia. Grey wolf, used as an outgroup, occurs in all the distribution ranges considered, and therefore was uninformative in this analysis. We used the parsimony-based statistical dispersal-vicariance analysis [34] and the Bayesian binary (BB) Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [35] to estimate uncertainty in the reconstruction of ancestral distributions. A maximum of five geographical regions per node were considered, and an uninformative distribution was applied to the root. For the BB method, a total of 10 MCMC chains were run, nine of which were heated, with 10 000 000 iterations and 20% burn-in.
Results (a) Genetic differentiation in Eurasian free-breeding dogs
Although genetic differentiation among Eurasian FBDs was relatively weak, the different population clustering methods we used supported a division into three large-scale regions: East Asia, the Middle East and Western Eurasia (figure 1). Western Eurasia was further sub-divided into Europe and Central/ West Asia, based on both geographical proximity and genetic similarity of local populations (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, figures S1-S4). The population from East Russia, geographically belonging to East Asia, was genetically more similar to Central/West Asia. Therefore, it was considered as a separate region. We describe the results of population genetic and phylogenetic analyses that support this division in the electronic supplementary material. Despite the weak differentiation, some meaningful patterns could be identified. Most East Asian dogs (from China, Thailand and Mongolia) branched from basal nodes of the IBS tree, even though they did not group into a single clade (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Multiple individuals from Thailand and one from Mongolia grouped together with dogs from western Eurasia, which may reflect recent gene flow of 'western' dogs into East Asia. Individuals from Europe, West Asia and Central Asia did not group into clades consistent with geography, suggesting that they may constitute one genetic population (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Dogs from East Russia were also part of this large admixed group in the IBS tree, and clustered with West Eurasia in all other analyses (electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2).
(b) Heterozygosity and linkage disequilibrium in Eurasian free-breeding dogs
The observed heterozygosity in the 14 sampling sites varied between 0.30 and 0.35, and no consistent differences in heterozygosity were found between the four main regions of Eurasia (electronic supplementary material, figure S7 ).
(c) Genetic differentiation between free-breeding dogs and pure-breed dogs
PCA placed FBDs in intermediate positions between groups of pure-breed dogs (electronic supplementary material, figure S8 ). The majority of modern European breeds were clustered together, and only a few free-breeding individuals grouped within this cluster, suggesting relatively low gene flow from pure-breed dogs into FBDs. FBDs from Slovenia and Poland were placed closer to the cluster of European breeds than any other FBD populations, which is consistent with a local origin of modern European breeds. German shepherd occupied an outlier position in the PCA (electronic supplementary material, figure S8a), which was unexpected, but consistent with other analyses in this study. Breeds of East Asian (Shar Pei and Shiba Inu) and Arctic origin (Greenland Sledge Dog, Alaskan Malamute and Siberian Husky) were placed at the opposite end of PC1 relative to the European breeds cluster. The Arctic breeds originated in East Asia [19] [20] [21] , so close clustering of these two groups of breeds reflects their common origin. FBDs were placed between these two extremes, with East Asian FBDs grouping closer to East Asian breeds, and European FBDs closer to European breeds (electronic supplementary material, figure S8c).
The inclusion of grey wolves into the PCA shows that dogs and wolves form clearly separated clusters, suggesting that gene flow between FBDs and wolves (revealed in our TREEMIX analysis; see below) has not affected the genetic integrity of these populations (electronic supplementary material, figure S9a). At PC1, East Asian and Arctic breeds showed closest proximity to wolves of all the pure-breed dogs and FBDs. However, when this analysis was re-run with more balanced sample sizes for all groups (FBDs, breed dogs and wolves), East Asian and Middle Eastern FBDs showed a similar level of proximity to wolves at PC1 as East Asian and Arctic breeds (electronic supplementary material, figure S9b). Despite these differences, all the PCA plots were consistent in showing genetic distinctiveness of FBDs from breed dogs, and distinctiveness of East Asian and Arctic breeds from modern European breeds.
(d) Phylogenetic reconstruction of relationships between free-breeding dogs and pure-breed dogs
A maximum-likelihood tree of population divergence constructed in TREEMIX and a neighbour-joining tree of F STdistances among FBDs and pure-breed dogs, consistently inferred the earliest divergence for East Asian and Arctic breeds, followed by East Asian FBDs (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figures S10 and S11). The early branching of East Asian breeds was inferred with 98-99% bootstrap support, and that of East Asian FBDs with 92-95% support (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figure S11 ). Modern European breeds were grouped in one clade, which also included Slovenian FBDs. All other FBDs were placed outside of this clade, with the Middle Eastern populations forming a distinct group from European and Central/West Asian populations. Individual-based IBS distances produced a similar topology (electronic supplementary material, figure S12). Some individual FBDs clustered with particular dog breeds, suggesting their mixed-breed origin. However, most FBDs formed separate groups from breed dogs, indicating their genetic distinctiveness.
In an IBS tree including pure-breed dogs only, East Asian and Arctic breeds branched from basal nodes, showing the consistency in this branching pattern for phylogenies with and without FBDs. Spitz-type breeds of European origin (Keeshond, Elkhound, Finnish spitz, German spitz and Schipperke) or mixed European and East Asian ancestry (Eurasier) were placed outside of the modern European breed clade (electronic supplementary material, figure S13), suggesting their genetic distinctiveness.
(e) Admixture between free-breeding dogs, pure-breed dogs and grey wolves
The TREEMIX analysis assuming 10 admixture events revealed post-divergence gene flow from grey wolves to Middle Eastern FBDs (electronic supplementary material, figure S14). We also identified gene flow from Keeshond to Eurasier, consistent with the origin of this last breed, which was developed by crossing Keeshond females with Chow Chow males [6] . Unexpectedly, we also detected gene flow from German shepherd to multiple FBD populations in Europe and Central/West Asia (electronic supplementary material, figure S14a), suggesting frequent mixing between this breed and FBDs. Because the presence of the German shepherd prevented the detection of other admixture cases, we re-ran the analysis after removing this breed from the dataset. This analysis revealed additional gene flow events, including: (i) from modern breeds to FBDs in Thailand, East Russia and Europe, (ii) between Mongolian and Chinese FBDs, (iii) between Arctic and East Asian breeds, and (iv) between ancestral populations of modern European breeds (electronic supplementary material, figures S14b and S15). An analysis allowing 15 migration events instead of 10 further revealed gene flow from wolves to Greenland Sledge Dogs, and additional cases of gene flow between ancestral populations of modern European breeds (electronic rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20152189 supplementary material, figure S14c). The addition of migration edges significantly improved the fit of the phylogenetic model to the data (electronic supplementary material, figure S16) .
Importantly, accounting for gene flow affected the topology of dog phylogeny. In TREEMIX trees accounting for gene flow (assuming either 10 or 15 migration edges), Chinese and Thai FBDs formed the earliest branching clade together with East Asian breeds (electronic supplementary material, figures S14 and S15), suggesting that East Asian breeds and East Asian FBDs have a common origin. KIMTREE analysis (see the electronic supplementary material) provided higher support for this last topology than the topology where only pure-breeds branched from the most basal node (electronic supplementary material, figure S17).
(f ) Reconstruction of the geographical distribution of ancestral dog populations
We used the software RASP [33] to reconstruct the geographical distribution of ancestral dog populations, based on the TREEMIX trees both without and with gene flow. For both trees, this analysis indicated that the most recent common ancestor of extant dogs originated in East Asia (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figures S18 and S19). It also suggested a gradual westward expansion of dogs along two migration routes from East Asia (i) to the Middle East and (ii) to Europe through Central and West Asia ( figure 1a,b) . It is important to stress that this finding concerns the most recent common ancestor of extant dogs, rather than the most recent common ancestor all dogs shared with their ancestral grey wolf population.
Discussion (a) Origin of free-breeding dogs in relation to pure-breed dogs
Our results show that Eurasian FBD populations are genetically distinct from pure-breed dogs. Although we found mixedbreed individuals among FBDs, they constituted a small fraction of the entire population. Another study has recently reached a similar conclusion for FBDs from South and Central Asia [10] . Taken together, these results suggest that most FBD populations in Asia represent lineages distinct from modern European breeds and probably native to their respective locations. Furthermore, we provided evidence for the longterm continuity of FBD lineages in East Asia by demonstrating their clustering with the dingo (electronic supplementary material, figure S20 ), which originated from East Asia and was isolated from other dog populations for at least 3500 years before the arrival of Europeans and their dogs to Australia [6, 17, 38] . This shows that East Asian FBD populations are indigenous; however, similar as FBDs in other parts of Asia, they include a small fraction of non-native mixed-breed individuals.
(b) Population structure and genetic diversity in Eurasian free-breeding dogs
Even though we sampled populations from discrete and distant locations (a sampling pattern that typically leads to overestimation of population structuring), we found no strong spatial genetic structure among Eurasian FBDs. Such a pattern may suggest a relatively recent common origin of all Eurasian FBD populations and/or intense admixture between regions. Declining spatial autocorrelation of genetic distances for geographical distance classes between 1000 and 4000 km (electronic supplementary material, figure S4b) shows the importance of geographical distance in shaping population differentiation of FBDs. However, higher genetic similarity of East Russian FBDs to dogs from Central Russia and other countries formerly belonging to USSR (Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Armenia) than to geographically closer dogs from China suggests that genetic differentiation of FBDs is also shaped by cultural/political divisions in human populations. The weak genetic differentiation among FBDs from different parts of Eurasia can explain the lack of consistent differences in autosomal genetic variability between the four main regions of Eurasia. This result is similar to that based on Y-chromosome data, which revealed comparably high diversity in Southwest Asia, Southeast Asia, Europe, Africa and Oceania [10, 15] . However, mitochondrial DNA data showed instead the highest haplotype diversity in Southeast Asia [10, 12, 39 ]-a pattern which some studies interpreted as evidence for East Asian origin of the domestic dog [12, 39] .
Population genetic models of spatial expansion are typically based on a serial founder effect model, which assumes a continuous decline in diversity along a colonization route due to a series of bottlenecks, and no major phylogeographic changes after the initial colonization [40] . However, genetic clines may also result from alternative scenarios involving extensive post-colonization admixture [40] . Our TREEMIX analysis revealed a number of admixture events among different FBD populations, which could have contributed to the contrasting diversity patterns between mtDNA and nuclear DNA, especially if admixture was sex-biased.
(c) Geographical patterns of free-breeding dogs expansion in Eurasia
We found that the Chinese FBD population had lower LD and higher N E estimates than other FBD populations, throughout all the time periods assessed. Such a pattern is expected from an ancestral population in comparison with derived populations, as illustrated by genetic studies on the origin of modern humans. An LD-based estimate of temporal N E changes in human populations showed a large reduction in N E in non-Africans compared to Africans lasting between 125 000 and 10 000 years ago, providing support for the 'Out of Africa' migration event [41] . Identifying a precise geographical location of the source population for the inferred expansion would require denser sampling of Asian FBDs. Another study has recently found lowest LD at short inter-SNP distances in FBDs from Mongolia and Nepal [10] , but did not include samples from China, and classified Mongolia as Central rather than East Asia.
In accordance with the inference from the LD pattern, we found that East Asian breeds and FBDs branch from basal nodes in the phylogeny of extant dogs (figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figure S15 ). The biogeographic rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20152189 reconstruction of ancestral distributions using RASP showed a clear pattern of a gradual expansion of modern dogs from East Asia towards the Middle East and Europe, indicating that East Asia was a source population in a major migration event.
Patterns of Y-chromosome variability also suggest a large and rapid expansion of dogs from East Asia westwards [17] . This expansion was dated at between 4000 and 11 000 years ago (5800 years ago, s.e. 1750 or 8400 years ago, s.e. 2500, depending on the calibration; [17] ), which is considerably later than current estimates of the time when the domestication process was initiated (approx. 19 000 -40 000 years ago [13, 18] ). Such timing implies that this was a secondary rather than primary expansion wave, which could have led to the replacement of dog lineages that had earlier occupied western Eurasia [17] , potentially diluting evidence for the primary expansion.
Although the dating of this expansion event is not precise, it could be linked to the neolithization process [17] , and it could have occurred via trade and/or in association with spatial and demographic expansion of Neolithic humans [42, 43] . The dogs from the new expansion wave could have admixed with earlier resident populations-in parallel with the admixture of expanding Neolithic humans with resident Mesolithic populations [42, 43] . Alternatively, the new immigrants could have replaced earlier resident populations, similar to what was seen after the expansion of European dogs (and their human owners) in North America [11] . If Europe was the place of the primary dog origin [13] , the replacement scenario is more likely, because in the case of admixture we should expect higher genetic diversity in Europe as compared with East Asia, as demonstrated in an example of the honeybee Apis mellifera, where diversity of admixed populations is higher compared with native populations [44] .
(d) Integration with archaeological and ancient DNA data
The occurrence of the secondary expansion wave replacing earlier resident populations in western Eurasia can account for discrepancies between earlier studies based on modern DNA analysis, suggesting East or Central Asia as the region of dog origin [10, 12, 14] , and evidence from archaeological and ancient DNA data, pointing instead to Europe or West Asia [6, 13] . The occurrence of the secondary expansion event may also explain why 'none of the ancient breeds derive from regions where the oldest archaeological remains have been found' [6] . The early branching dog breeds from East Asia and the Arctic can be considered as 'ancient' in the sense that they likely represent lineages older than modern European breeds. However, this does not imply a direct line of descent from the first domesticated population, which may be extinct [18, 36] or swamped by admixture. We acknowledge that a major expansion from East Asia may not be the only scenario consistent with our data, however this conclusion is also supported by other independent datasets of modern Asian FBDs based on different types of genetic markers [10, 12, 15, 17, 39] . These earlier studies differ in the precise location of the source population (Southeast versus Central Asia) and in the interpretation of this expansion as a primary [10, 12, 15, 39] or secondary [17] wave. In our opinion, this cannot be resolved without extensive analysis of archaeological dog samples from different parts of Asia.
(e) Admixture patterns A recent study [18] provided evidence for introgression from a lineage of ancient Siberian wolves into Arctic and East Asian dog breeds (Siberian Husky, Greenland Sledge Dog and Shar-Pei). This past admixture with wolves could result in earlier branching of these breeds relative to East Asian FBDs in the phylogeny of Eurasian dogs. Therefore, we used the TREEMIX approach to directly account for the postdivergence gene flow in the phylogenetic reconstruction. This resulted in a tree where Chinese and Thai FBDs formed the earliest branching clade together with East Asian breeds (electronic supplementary material, figure S15), implying that these two dog groups have a common origin, and lineages they represent are older than lineages of modern European breeds. Importantly, the TREEMIX analysis revealed post-divergence gene flow from grey wolves to Greenland Sledge Dogs (electronic supplementary material, figure S14c), so the admixture event documented in [18] was accounted for.
The TREEMIX analysis also revealed a number of other admixture events that may have an important effect on the inference of the dog evolutionary history. For example, it revealed post-divergence gene flow from grey wolves to Middle Eastern FBDs, consistent with the inference from whole-genome data [36] . Although gene flow in the opposite direction was also inferred from whole-genome data, it was less intense (6-9% versus 12-14%; [36] ) and remained undetected here because of the limited number of migration events assumed (10 or 15) .
Many gene flow events we detected were known from earlier studies or from breed histories, confirming that our results are accurate. For example, the cross-breed origin of Eurasier, resulting from an admixture between European and East Asian spitz-type dogs, was accurately inferred in our TREEMIX analysis. Because the geographical origin of Eurasier was both in Europe and East Asia, this resulted in ambiguous inference of the geographical distribution for the common ancestor of Eurasier and East Asian dogs in the RASP analysis based on the TREEMIX tree with 10 migration edges (see electronic supplementary material, figure S19a).
We also detected gene flow from modern breeds to FBDs in different parts of Eurasia. However, the tree of individualbased IBS distances showed that this is due to the presence of individual cross-breed dogs among FBDs. Most FBDs clustered separately from pure-breed dogs, further supporting our conclusion that FBDs are distinct genetic units rather than the result of ongoing admixture between breeds.
Conclusion
We presented here a large-scale assessment of genome-wide variability of Eurasian FBDs, showing that they are genetically distinct from pure-breed dogs, and their inclusion is necessary for a complete representation of genetic variability of extant dogs. We provided evidence that East Asian FBD populations are indigenous (although they include a fraction of mixedbreed individuals), while FBDs from West Asia and Europe derive from an ancient expansion of East Asian dogs. This expansion was probably secondary [17] and could have led to the replacement of earlier resident populations in Western Eurasia. The occurrence of such a secondary expansion wave can account for discrepancies between studies aimed at identifying the region of primary dog domestication based on modern DNA analysis and those based on archaeological rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 282: 20152189 and ancient DNA data. We also presented evidence for admixture between different FBD populations and for hybridization with wolves. The picture emerging from our results shows a very complex post-domestication history of the dog, which was as eventful as the history of humans.
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